
3. Read, cover, spell!
Read Cover Spell
big
grow
into
need
seed
seeds
sun
tall
will
water

big
grow
into
need
seed
seeds
sun
tall
will
water
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Name ...............................................
Date  ...............................................

Student Response
My score for this book is ............/10.
It was a ................................... book. 

Sunflower Seeds

1. How to Grow  
Sunflowers

Sunflower seeds gr....... 
into sunflower plants.

Sunflower s.......... 
need good soil.

Sunflower seeds 
n......... water.

Sunflower seeds need  
a lot of s.........

Then the sunflowers 
w......  grow tall.

2. Draw two tall  
sunflowers.

Activity Sheet

Level 7: Explanation

You’ve finished! 
What will you read next?
                          Grusilda 



Teaching Unit
Sunflower Seeds
Level 7 Non-Fiction – Explanation, Procedure
Curriculum Topics: English; Biological Sciences. 
Book Synopsis: an introductory explanation 
explains how sunflower seeds get to grow so tall.   
A visual and textual procedure clearly shows and 
explains the planting and growing process.
Non-High Frequency Words: Most words are 
repeated and supported by clear images. 
High Frequency Words: Sunflower Seeds has an 
above average percentage of high frequency words. 
Comprehension: The Teaching Unit’s focus is on 
seven areas of comprehension – connection, 
inference, importance, questioning, summarising,  
synthesis and visual. We advise teachers to tailor 
literal comprehension questions for each group. 
 

Page 2
Explanation – Introductory Statement
The introductory statement identifies that  
sunflower seeds can grow into tall sunflower 
plants. 
Language Features
Compound word: sunflower
Nouns starting with “s”: seeds, sun, sunflower
Terms: sunflower plants, sunflower seeds 
Comprehension: Visual, Estimation, Inference
Compare the size of the sunflower seeds to 
something you know? How tall do the 
sunflower plants look? What might help 
them to grow into tall plants? 
English, Arts and Biological Science Activity  
Draw sunflower plants and write a caption.

Page 3
Explanation – Introductory Statement Continued
Students are supported with vocabulary repetition and one reason 
why sunflower seeds can grow into tall sunflower plants.
Language Features 
Labels: a sunflower (“sunflower seeds” and “sunflower plants” p. 2)
Words ending with “ll”: tall, will
Words starting with “g” and “gr”: get, grow
Comprehension: Visual, Importance, Inference
Look at the flower, what might help the flower to capture 
more sun? Where do you think the sunflower seeds come from? 
English, Arts and Science Activity  
Revise the process from seed to plants. Students draw the 3-stage 
process and write three captions as shown on pages 2 and 3.
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     EXPLANATION
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Pages 4 and 5
Explanation: Sequence and Procedure
The first two stages to grow sunflower seeds. 
Includes when (spring), where (soil), what 
(seeds), why (hot and dry, how (plant, water).  
Language Features
Adjective and noun: good soil
Repeated words: plant, sunflower seeds, water 
Subheadings: Plant Sunflower Seeds; Water 
Sunflower Seeds
Comprehension – Connection, Procedure 
Can you recall times when you have planted 
seeds or seedings? Which season did you 
plant them? Explain what you did first, 
second and so on. 
English, Sciences and Arts Activity
Draw the 2-stage process presented on 
pages 4 and 5. Write labels and/or captions.

Inside Front Cover: Glossary Title Page: Topic Introduction 



The explanation continues. It’s great to see how  
the seeds grow in the soil! They do grow quickly!

The explanation ends. I would get lost if I ran 
through that sunflower field! After all, I have the 
same colours as a sunflower plant.

Page 8
Explanation – Concluding Statement 
The writer explains how long it took for the seeds to grow 
into tall plants, and where new sunflower seeds can be found. 
Language Features 
Verb, adverb and adjective: grow very tall
Adjectives and noun: big, yellow flowers
Time words: two months
Comprehension – Summarise, Synthesise
Explain the four main stages when sunflower seeds grow into 
plants. (Guide the students to use explanation vocabulary, 
e.g. “First”, “Then”, “Next”, “After two months”
English, Science and Arts Activity  
Draw the sunflower plants growing  
in class, and write captions.

For free book rewards, register your school with our Staircase program at www.theliteracytower.com

Turn on the Sprinkler
Level 5: Fiction
Narrative

Save Trees Plant Trees 
Level 11: Non-fiction
Exposition

Bread Feeds the World
Level 16: Non-fiction
Report/Procedure

Group Activity
Chart: “Our Sunflower Seeds Grew!”
The students illustrate the main stages 
to grow sunflowers. They write the dates 
when significant changes occurred. 

Check out these other 
books for projects 
about growing 
plants. 

Pages 6 and 7 
Explanation: Sequence and Procedure
A visual and textual explanation of the 
seed-growing process.
Language Features
Revise subheadings: Sunflower Seeds Grow; 
Sunflower Seed Leaves
Nouns support images: sunflower seeds, 
soil, roots, stem, seed leaves
Comprehension – Visual, Inference
Why do you think the seeds grow under 
the soil without sun? Why do seeds grow 
roots? (relate to water on page 5) Why do 
seeds grow stems? (relate to sun on page 3) 
What are seed leaves?
English and Biological Sciences Activity  
Students grow sunflower seeds in class.

Student Activity

HEALTH

Why Sunflower Seeds?
Sunflower seeds are 

healthy snacks as well as  
ingredients for foods like 

muesli and bread. The 
seeds provide energy, 

minerals and vitamins.
Sunflower oil has high 

nutritional benefits, too.

Student activity sheet
(free download/PDF)


